Amazon, the online book sellers, accepted six books of Inventor Jacob
Nettikkatt Nettikkadan (JN) on commission basis. But in the Legal
Agreement they wanted JN to ag ee to a lause that they a e THE FI‘“T
OWNE‘ OF THE BOOK“, i ludi g …. Copyright ‘egist atio . Then JN insisted
that to o the ooks, they ha e to pay the p i e , a d uoted his p i e, alo g
ith A F‘EE ADVICE Ho to i ease the pu hase alue i to
fold p ofit
Read the details below

E.MAIL DATED 18TH November, 2016 FROM
JACOB NETTIKKADAN, Flat No.502-B, CITY PALACE (E.V. HOMES), 65/1733, AZAD
ROAD, KALOOR, KOCHI - 682017. Phone: 9846008621;
E-mail: mail@jacobnettikkdan.org
E-mail To
Mr. KISHAN G.V., Lead Executive of AMAZON, BANGALORE
– Phone No.09880138287
Copy to Mr. srinivas, Ph. No.0801947551
Regarding : OBJECTIONABLE CLAUSES IN THE LEGAL AGREEMENT FOR SELLING
MY SIX BOOKS TO LEARN ENGLISH IN A SCIENTIFIC WAY SO AS TO GIVE
GUARANTEE TO THE LEARNER TO SPEAK ENGLISH FLUENTLY WITH HIGH
CONFIDENCE AND TO GET HIGH LEVEL, SCHOLARLY KNOWLEDGE IN ENGLISH.
Clause No.2 : The Service Recipient agrees and acknowledges that :
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a. Prione shall be the first owner of the right, title and interest (including, but
not limited to copyrights and any other intellectural property or proprietary
rights) collectively.,
OBJE CTION TO THE CLAUSE AND MY COMMENTS:
For selling my six books on an agreed rate of commission, you do not have to own
the product, particularly the copyright including the methodology and the
invention behind it. But if you insist for keeping this clause, you will have to buy
the ownership of the six books referred to above and pay the present value of
U.S.$ 10,00,00,000 (U.S. DOLLAR TEN BILLION) or Indian Rupees 6,60,000 CRORES
(Indian Rupees Six hundred Sixty Thousand CRORES) to the Actual owner,
Inventor of the Methodology contained in them and the Copyright owner Mr.
Jacob Nettikkadan, Flat No.502-B, City Palace (E.V. Homes), 65/1733, Azad Road,
Kaloor, KOCHI – 682017, together with the acknowledgement of receipt of the
value in his bank account, in writing.
But I hasten to add here, that for selling my books on an agreed commission, you
need only a proper authorization for sale from me.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE QUOTED PRICE
1. The price quoted for my books may seem very high comparing with other
products available in the market, but considering that my product is a unique
one and has no competition, as it is the only product in the whole world in
the last 20 centuries, which guarantees their learners that they can speak
fluent English with high self confidence and also have high level, scholarly
knowledge in the English Language. The Western world may not be able to
succeed to produce a Language Teaching Technology equal to this or better
than this, if they try for the next 20 centuries. The impact of this
Technology will be colossal in the coming centuries, because the existing
method of teaching languages does not guarantee that the learner will be
able to speak that language in a reasonably short period. For the last three
centuries, when the British were teaching in India, the learners who spoke
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English was very low, a shamelessly low figure. There is already a challenge
from me in my websites to all the Governments and the personnel in the
United Nations to make any other language like Hindi, French, German etc.
and make a Teaching System for those languages to enable the teachers to
teach those languages with guarantee to the learners to speak those
languages in a reasonably short period and to give high level and scholarly
knowledge in the language to the learners. The world will not be able to
meet the challenge in another few centuries, although they have my books
as specimen, to make in those languages WHAT I HAVE DONE IN THE
ENGLISH LANAGUAGE DURING THE LAST 56 YEARS OF MY PERSONAL
RSEARCH.
2. The learners of my four volume English Grammar Books will communicate
fluent English confidently within a very short time - a miraculously short
time, and when they complete the books, they will get such a high level of
self confidence, scholarly and deep knowledge in the English Language which
will be amazing to themselves, because they will learn to use 1,877
formations of Verb in English, a shocking news even to the British people.
3. The learners of my four volume English Grammar books, which are popularly
known as ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH TEACHING SYSTEM, will have
no doubt, confusion or misunderstanding when they learn the Language.
This cannot be dreamt in any other method of teaching.
4. The English people who learn my four volume English Grammar Books will
know hundreds of totally new items, especially mysteries and unheard of
things about the English Language, though it is their mother tongue.
HOW WILL TEN BILLION US $ BE INCREASED TO A PROFIT OF
1,000 BILLION US $
1. Amazon should join hands with Inventor Jacob Nettikkadan and offer
to each and every country in the world to make all their students speak
fluent English with high self confidence and fill their minds with high
level and scholarly knowledge of English within five years, by introducing
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the four volume English Grammar Books through their educational
system, using the most impressive and well announced marketing
technique.
Best English Teachers have to be trained by Jacob Nettikkadan who will
impart expertise, teaching techniques and self confidence to teach
English in an exciting style to make them communicate in English at a
very high standard, be smart, dynamic, employable and with
gentlemanly characteristics and filled with utmost devotion to duty.
A Research Department will have to be introduced on the basis of
Instructions from Jacob Nettikkadan, so that each researcher will
produce only those things which are required to solve all the problems
in the teaching field, give answers to all questions and to fulfil their
ambitions. There will be no research done by anybody exclusively to get
a PhD Degree as was the culture of Universities under the British regime
during the past few centuries.
An App can be produced with the latest invention of Jacob Nettikkadan
to make small students and others speak English without any books, but
usi g the Magi Chart i e ted y hi , just like e ery ody lear ed to
speak o e s o
other to gue. But the ai
ira le i this style ill
be he M . Nettikkadan teaches to make one sentence to students,
they will be able to make hundreds or even thousands of similar
se te es , to e o pleted ithi fi e o te hou s tea hi g.
The fi al result ill e The pro ise of Ja o Nettikkada to hu a ity
i.e. to ensure that all the languages in the world will surely be spoken by
all learners of those languages, within a reasonably short time (which is
an impossible myth at present). Read his 7th I e tio : LANGUAGE
TEACHING TECHNOLOGY.
A Universal Language – the easiest to learn and practice in the world,
UNI LINGUA, invented by Jacob Nettikkadan, which the UNESCO, France
was ready to fund in 1983-84, to make it a Global Language, but which
the Education Ministry personnel at New Delhi rejected mercilessly and
mindlessly. (A write up attached). When this language is developed, all
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the people in the whole world will speak one language, keeping away
the need for interpreters, and erasing geographical and political
boundaries to a great extent, to make humanity live in a single village.
7. Then, there will be the spread of TRUE EDUCATION, as per the Definition
of Ja o Nettikkada , he
ost of the people ill e o e ratio al,
logically thinking and well behaving – full of gentlemanly qualities where
people ill ot thi k of destru tio
ut o ly reati ity , o-operation
and assistance to face the common problems of humanity, to make
ea i g for the ord hu a ity a d li e happily i pea e a d
har o y a d ithout fear. There should e a e
orld order where
people ill lear to li e a d let li e – to make a HEAVEN ON EARTH.
Sincerely,
JACOB NETTIKKADAN,
Director, J.N. BEST ENGLISH TEACHERS, KOCHI. (Profile of Inventor J.N.
attached.)
www.jacobnettikkadan.com / .org
New website: www.jnbestenglishteachers.com (read in Malayalam)
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